Posture Recognition Method for Caregivers during Postural Change of a Patient on a Bed using Wearable Sensors
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ABSTRACT
Caregivers experience lower back pain due to their awkward postures while handling patients. Therefore, a monitoring system to supervise caregivers’ postures using wearable sensors is being developed. This study proposed a postural recognition method for caregivers during postural change while handling a patient on a bed. The proposed method recognizes foot positions and arm movements by a machine learning algorithm using inertial data on the trunk and foot pressure data obtained from wearable sensors. An experiment was conducted to evaluate whether the proposed method could recognize three foot positions and three arm movements. Participants provided postural change for a simulated patient on a bed (patient: supine to lateral recumbent) under nine conditions, including different combinations of the three foot positions and three arm movements; the experiment was repeated ten times for each condition. Experimental results showed that the proposed method using an artificial neural network with all features obtained from an inertial measurement unit and insole pressure sensors could recognize arm movements and foot positions with an accuracy of approximately 0.75 and 0.97, respectively. These results suggest that the proposed method can be used in a monitoring system tracking a caregiver’s posture.

1. Introduction

Recently, many caregivers have experienced lower back pain owing to frequent patient handling [1–2]. Previous studies have suggested that caregivers should maintain an appropriate posture based on body mechanics during patient handling [3–4]. Accordingly, previous studies have developed monitoring systems to supervise the postures of caregivers to prevent lower back pain [5–8].

Lin et al. developed a robot patient comprising an inertial measurement unit (IMU), angular position sensors, and servo motor encoders and found that the robot could classify correct and incorrect transfer methods [5]. Huang et al. developed an automatic evaluation method for patient transfer skills using two Kinect RGB-D sensors [6, 7]. Their study showed that this method could improve the patient transfer skill of students [7]. Itami et al. developed a monitoring system using electromyography, goniometer, and inclination sensor [8]. This system could monitor skills and lumbar loads of patient handling [8]. These systems are useful for monitoring caregivers’ postures; however, these systems have limitations in terms of workspace and usability because they
require vision-based devices, multiple specialized sensors, or robots. Previous study reported that assistive devices for caregivers should be time-efficient, cost-effective, and suitable for various workspaces [9]. Hence, there is a need to develop wearables and simple monitoring systems for caregivers’ postures.

PostureCoach is a wearable and simple system for preventing lower back pain among caregivers [10]. This system can provide real-time biofeedback using the trunk angle obtained from only two IMUs [10]. Previous investigations have shown that PostureCoach can reduce the lumbar spine flexion in a beginner who handles patients [10]. However, this system cannot suggest caregiver ways to adjust to an appropriate posture because the system measures only the trunk angle. Several factors, such as the foot position and arm movement, are useful to achieve suitable postures to prevent lower back pain during patient handling [11–13]. Therefore, a simple and wearable system that monitors the trunk angle, foot position, and arm movement is being develop [14].

Figure 1 shows the flow of the proposed monitoring system for caregivers’ postures. The proposed system monitors a caregiver’s posture using wearable sensors mounted on the caregiver’s trunk and shoes (Step 1). The proposed method evaluates several factors such as trunk angle, foot positions, and arm movements using sensor data obtained from the wearable sensors (Step 2). If the evaluated factors are unsuitable, the proposed system informs the caregiver to adjust their posture (Step 3).

Our previous study proposed a postural recognition method during sit-to-stand assistive motions but could not consider other patient-handling aspects and various foot positions and arm movements [14]. Several patient-handling aspects, such as providing postural change to turn a patient on a bed, cause lumbar load among caregivers [12, 15]. Such a type of patient handling causes lower back pain among caregivers as a patient is frequently repositioned on a bed [15]. As explained above, arm movements and foot positions are important factors for patient handling [11–13]. Thus, this study proposes the recognition method for various foot positions and arm movements of caregivers using a postural recognition method during postural change for a patient on a bed.

![Figure 1: Monitoring system for patient-handling motion.](www.astesj.com)

Figure 1: Monitoring system for patient-handling motion.

This section discusses the background, previous studies of this paper. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mentions the objective and contribution of this paper. Section 3 explains the proposed method for postural recognition during postural change while handling a patient on a bed. Section 4 describes the experiments conducted to evaluate whether the proposed method can recognize a caregiver’s posture during patient handling. Section 5 presents experimental results and discussions. Finally, section 6 presents conclusions.

2. Objective and Contribution

The objective of this study is proposal of a novel posture recognition method for wearable monitoring system to prevent lower back pain among caregivers. Furthermore, this study explores appropriate combination of wearable sensors and machine learning algorithms for the proposed method.

The contribution of this study is as follows. The proposed method will be applied to suggest an appropriate posture for caregivers because this method recognizes both arm movements and foot positions. This study presents the novel posture recognition method using sensor fusion consisted of IMU and insole pressure sensor. As a scientific contribution, this method using sensor fusion of wearable sensor has a potential to be applied to posture recognition related to occupational health. In addition, the appropriate combination of wearable sensors and machine learning algorithms shown in this study will be useful in the research area of computer science and wearable systems.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overview

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed postural recognition method. The proposed method measured postural information by wearable sensors. Machine learning algorithm using features obtained from wearable sensors generated function for postural recognition. Caregiver’s posture such as arm movement and foot position were recognized by generated function. The details of each component are described below.

3.2. Input (wearable sensors)

The IMU attached on the trunk and insole pressure sensors measured postural information during patient handling. The IMU (Logical Product Co., Japan) measures the three-axis acceleration and angular velocity of the trunk for features of the machine learning algorithm. Insole pressure sensors are fabricated by arranging eight FlexiForce sensors (Tekscan, USA) on each foot. Because the FlexiForce sensors are thin and flexible, they are suitable for measuring forces between various surfaces, such as an insole [16]. Furthermore, the FlexiForce sensors can be used in real time applications owing to the lack of linearity, non-repeatability, and hysteresis [17]. Front and rear forces on each foot are measured using insole pressure sensors as features for the machine learning algorithm. These sensor data were measured at a 1-kHz sampling rate.

3.3. Machine learning-based recognition

Seven features (mean, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, root mean square, kurtosis and skewness) were extracted for machine learning algorithm. These features were extracted from each sensor data using a sliding window technique with a 1.0-s window size and 50% overlap. These features, window
size, and overlap were selected based on the previous researches about posture recognition using wearable sensors [18–19].

The machine learning algorithm recognized three arm movements and three foot positions during postural change while handling a patient on a bed. In this study, artificial neural network, decision tree, and support vector machine were selected as machine learning algorithm for the proposed method because these three algorithms were used for wearable sensor-based posture recognition [19–20]. Details of the recognition models were described below.

Artificial neural network is applied to complex relationship between input and output by nonlinear and flexible decision boundary [19–21]. The artificial neural network-based model consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer [19–20]. In our proposed method, the features obtained from the wearable sensors were inputted to the input layer, and the recognized posture was outputted from the output layer. Hidden layer was set function for learning the relationship between features obtained wearable sensor and postures. The specifications and parameters in artificial neural network of proposed method is shown in Table 1.

Decision tree provides if-then rules which have free of ambiguity [22–24]. If-then rules generated by decision tree consist of root, internal and leaf nodes [22]. The root and internal nodes have threshold of features for recognition. Position and features of these nodes are determined based on comparison of entropy for all features [23]. Leaf nodes are defined as recognition output via root and internal nodes. When these nodes are too many and complex, recognition model has problem such as over fitting [24]. Thus, decision tree has several parameters to adjust number of nodes [24]. The specifications and parameters of decision tree in our proposed method is shown in Table 2.

Support vector machine is applied to nonlinear data without over fitting by large margin separation and kernel function [25]. Kernel function provides efficient calculation in nonlinear feature spaces [25]. Large margin separation is required for generalization performance of support vector machine [25]. The specifications and parameters of support vector machine in our proposed method is shown in Table 3.

Comparison of these machine learning algorithms was necessary in order to determine the appropriate algorithm depends on the target postures [19–20]. In this study, the proposed method was compared to investigate which algorithm could recognize patient handling motion using these wearable sensors.

3.4. Output (recognized posture)

In the proposed method, arm movements and foot positions were recognized as postural factors. The monitoring system shown in previous section will provide caregiver the appropriate posture based on recognition results.
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**Figure 2: Proposed postural recognition method.**

Table 1: Specifications and parameters for artificial neural network of the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification / Parameter</th>
<th>Status / Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Node / Neuron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Layer</td>
<td>70 (based on features)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layer</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Layer</td>
<td>3 (based on postures)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation Function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Layer</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Layer</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Back Propagation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Specifications and parameters for decision tree of the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification / Parameter</th>
<th>Status / Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>J48 (entropy-based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Factor for Pruning</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Number of Samples per Leaf Node</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Folds for Data Segmentation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Experiment

Four young healthy males (24.75 ± 0.83 years, 1.72 ± 0.05 m, 67.00 ± 10.79 kg) were participants as caregivers. One young healthy male (25.00 years, 1.69 m, 70.00 kg) participated as a simulated patient. All participants provided their verbal informed consent to the experiment.

The four participants (caregivers) were asked to perform a postural change for the simulated patient on a bed under nine postural conditions. The nine conditions were a combination of the three arm movements and three foot positions shown in Figure 3. Each participant (caregiver) repeated this motion ten times for each condition. Data for the proposed method were measured by wearable sensors (IMU and insole pressure sensors) at 1-kHz sampling frequency for each trial.

The proposed method recognized the three arm movements and three foot positions by processing data obtained from the sensors using the machine learning algorithm. This experiment compared the recognition performance of three machine learning algorithms to determine the appropriate algorithm for the proposed method. Furthermore, the recognition performances of three feature patterns (“IMU,” “Insole Sensor,” and “All”) were compared to verify the effectiveness of the sensors and features.

The metrics of accuracy and F-measure were used to evaluate the recognition performance of the algorithms. These evaluation metrics were calculated according to

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{F-measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{4}
\]

where TP denotes true positive and represents the number of correct recognition for positive samples, TN denotes true negative and represents the number of correct recognition for negative samples, FP denotes false positive represents the number of samples incorrectly recognized as positive in actual negative samples, and FN denotes false negative and represents the number of samples incorrectly recognized as negative in actual positive samples. The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated based on the recognition performance of each algorithm using the feature patterns. The F-measure of each arm movement and foot position was calculated using the harmonic mean of precision and recall as the overall performance. These metrics were calculated by ten-fold cross validation using data obtained from all trials and participants.

5. Results and Discussion

Tables 4 and 5 show the accuracy and F-measure of the proposed method. The results show that the combination of artificial neural network and all features obtained from both IMU and insole pressure sensors achieved the best performance for postural recognition. In this combination, the proposed method could recognize arm movements and foot positions with an accuracy of approximately 0.75 and 0.97, respectively. These results suggest the possibility of using the proposed recognition method in monitoring systems to prevent lower back pain.

A comparison between the machine learning algorithms showed that the artificial neural network exhibited the best performance for both accuracy and F-measure. Therefore, the artificial neural network was deemed the most suitable machine learning algorithm for the proposed method. The artificial neural network’s best performance was attributed to its nonlinear and flexible decision boundary, which was effective for wearable sensor data [19-21].

A comparison between feature patterns showed that the proposed method yielded the best performance for accuracy and F-measure when all features obtained from both IMU and insole pressure sensors were used. These results indicated that both IMU and insole pressure sensors were effective and necessary for the proposed method. Moreover, in foot position recognition, the proposed method using only insole pressure sensors achieved a great performance. These findings indicate that the insole pressure sensors could detect the force distribution depending on the foot positions. However, the proposed method could not recognize arm movements using only the insole pressure sensors. Thus, IMU was also considered necessary for the proposed method. Table 6 shows the confusion matrices of the proposed method using the artificial neural network and all features for postural recognition. These results showed that the proposed method achieved good performance for foot position recognition. The reason for this...
performance, as explained earlier, was that insole pressure sensors in the shoes could detect relevant features related to foot positions. However, the proposed method incorrectly recognized arm movement between movements 1 and 3 because there was no sensor on the upper limbs. Placing additional sensors on the upper limbs could obstruct care activities. Thus, the optimal position to place an IMU on the trunk to detect arm movement without additional sensors should be explored.

The limitation of this study is that the proposed method was not evaluated in an actual workspace and under various aspects of patient handling, such as assisting transfer. Moreover, the proposed method should be tested for female participants, patients of different ages, and caregivers. Furthermore, other feature selection patterns and algorithms should be examined to improve the performance of the proposed postural recognition method. Following further tests and improvements on the proposed method, the postural monitoring system to prevent lower back pain will be implemented based on the proposed postural recognition method.

In future work, the optimal placement of sensors will be explored to improve the accuracy of postural recognition in the proposed method. Moreover, other machine learning algorithms will be tested to determine a more suitable algorithm for the proposed method. Furthermore, a modified version of the proposed recognition method should be evaluated under various conditions. Finally, a monitoring system will be implemented based on the modified postural recognition method to prevent lower back pain due to patient handling.

Table 6: Confusion matrices of posture recognition (using an artificial neural network with all features).

6. Conclusion

In this study, the posture recognition method for caregivers during postural change for a patient on a bed was proposed. The experimental results showed that the proposed method could recognize a caregiver’s posture. The proposed method using novel sensor fusion with machine learning will also be useful for posture recognition in other various application.
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